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Hello, Hope you are doing well. This is Santosh Yambari working as Sr Recruiter at

Comtech Global Inc. I am working with one of my direct clients on the belowPlease go

through the requirement and share with me a qualifiedYou can share your updated

hotlist toJob Title: VMware Lead engineer Location: Columbus, Ohio Job Description Summary

The Lead Engineer, Services is responsible for corporate compute/storage resources and

configurations including VMware hosts, monitoring tools, hyperconverged solutions, Hitachi

Storage, servers, etc. The Engineer may work on special projects and mentor others in the

Support organization to document and transition operational items asQualifications B in

computer science / information systems or equivalent combination of education and

experience Strong knowledge of virtualization and storage solutions 5+ yearsexperience

leading a backup and storage solution/strategy 5+ yearsexperience of Storage experience on

cross platforms like NetApp, vSAN and Hitachi 5+ yearsexperience with various platforms like

Windows, Linux, and VMware 5+ yearsexperience in configuration and maintenance of fiber

channel and vSAN solutions Experience with LogicMonitor and Zerto a plus Experience in

security and/or compliance methodologies Familiarity with penetration testing, PCI and/or SOX

compliance Familiarity with Active Directory policies, object management and schema

design Experience in the installation, configuration, and administration of components in a

large VMware environmentcentered around best practices, to include vCenter, VMware Update

Manager, vCenter Operations Manager, vCenter Orchestrator Hands-on experience with

Cisco HyperFlex including installing/provisioning domain components such as fabric

interconnects, chassis, blades, service profiles, pools, policies, templates, and firmware
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Scripting and automation skills a major plus Ability to work in a team environment

Responsibilities Design and implement technologyWork with self-directed, cross-functional,

and project teams in a highly collaborative environment As the Storage and Backup

engineer of our infrastructure team, you will help us design, implement, and maintain

theseMaintain and configure fiber channelHands-on experience on storage arrays and

backuptools Performs all basic functions related to the maintenance and operations of

Windows, Unix and Linux-based Server hardware andapplicable Operating Systems Lead

Incident calls that involve complex multi-component, multi-platform issues together with peer

Infrastructure teams like Network, OS Platforms, Middleware, DB and Apps support-

taking ownership of resolution Ensure accurate and regularly updated information related to

storage and backup physical inventory, logical inventory, design diagrams, technical

troubleshooting documents and operational process documents Automate and implement

storage and backupEnhance monitoring and alerting of servers and backup systems. This person

will participate in an on-call rotation to handle productionimpacting issues Demonstrate the

companys values on a daily basis Thanks and Regards,Santosh YambariIT RecruiterOffice

x10091103 Schrock Road, Suite 102 Columbus, OH 43229 MBE & SBA 8(a)

CertifiedDirectFaxCurrent Openings https:///job-openings.php Candidates and Vendors For

H1b visa and EAD (GC or OPT), we will need a copy of visa, DL, passport and I-94 on day

ofPlease do NOT submit for position if you or your candidate are not willing to share these

items by joining date, as we will match copies of visa information and DL submitted with

originals inSkills : MIDDLEWARE , OBJECT MANAGEMENT , VMWARE , UNIX ,

FIBER CHANNEL , NETAPP , WINDOWS , MANAGER , LINUX , PCI
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